
A HERITAGE  
OF RELIABILITY



Reliability, comfort and low cost of  operation are just as 
important today at Motor Coach Industries as when Harry 

Zoltok founded Fort Garry Motor Body and Paint Works Ltd. in 
Winnipeg and designed his first 11-passenger motor coach on a 
Packard chassis in 1933.

MCI was right there at the dawn of modern mass transportation 
on North American roads. The company’s earliest models had 
to go where passenger cars were few and far between and 
where rail lines were virtually nonexistent. That’s an enormous 
responsibility for a manufacturer, and 85 years later, MCI remains 
Reliability Driven.

CELEBRATING HISTORY
1930s
Harry Zoltok Incorporated the Fort Garry Motor Body and Paint Works Limited in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, and built the company’s first motor coach, an 11-passenger body on a Packard 
passenger car chassis. Later he designed his own chassis and manufactured the first 
complete coach for Grey Goose Bus Lines. The Model 150, a new transit-type coach with the 
windshield over the radiator, was introduced.

1940s
On January 7, 1941, the company changed its name to Motor Coach Industries Limited (MCI) and introduced the 
Model 50, a 33-passenger coach.

1950s
MCI developed more sophisticated models, including the MC-1, a 
revolutionary new coach design with many unique features including a 
heating system powered by engine cooling fans and a translucent roof 
providing a light, airy interior.

1960s
MCI entered the U.S. market by establishing Motor Coach Industries, Inc. in North Dakota. The MC-6 Super Cruiser, 
which became known as the “Queen of the Highways,” was developed for Greyhound Lines.

1970s
MCI opened a parts distribution center named Universal Coach Parts to support U.S. customers’ growing needs and 
for the first time exported coaches internationally to Mexico, Australia, Saudi Arabia and Taiwan. The MC-9 Crusader 
II was developed and became the best-selling coach in North America.

1980s
MCI entered a new era of passenger comfort with the introduction of the 102C3 tour coach, featuring a higher 
roof, more spacious interior, fully paintable exterior surfaces and raised parcel racks that provided greater visibility. 
Another new coach, the 102C3SS tour coach, featured durable stainless steel below the belt line. In 1989, 
Greyhound bought Hausman Bus Sales, which had been the sales arm of MCI new and pre-owned coaches in the U.S., 
along with Custom Coach, a coach converter in Ohio.



1990s
With the passage of the landmark Americans with 
Disabilities Act, MCI produced a fully accessible coach 
including a new design wheelchair lift and accessible 
lavatory. MCI also introduced the 102EL3 Renaissance® 
model, a completely redesigned coach that set new 
industry standards for luxury and offered a three-year 
warranty, the most extensive in the industry.

2000s
MCI began its second century by strengthening its brand. In early 2000, the company unveiled a new logo and 
incorporated the MCI brand name into all of its business segments, establishing MCI Sales and Service as well as MCI 
Service Parts.

Large public transportation agencies placed orders for MCI Commuter Coaches, totaling approximately 2,800 units 
in early 2000s, which included the largest-ever procurements of public transit vehicles. These milestones inspired 
several other important MCI innovations as well. MCI introduced the very first CNG Commuter Coach, delivering 77 
units 1999 and 2000. In 2002, MCI also built the first hybrid-electric Commuter Coach, featuring a Cummins/ISL 
engine and an Allison EP 50 electric-drive hybrid propulsion system. Those coaches are still in operation.

In 2001, MCI launched its MCI J4500 model and renamed its 
existing model lineup; the Renaissance became the E4500 
and the D-Series 45-foot and 40-foot models became 
known as the D4500 and D4000, respectively. By the first 
quarter of 2004, the MCI J4500, celebrated for its ease 
of maintenance, stylish good looks and spiral entryway 
borrowed from the E4500, took its place as the industry’s 
bestseller. In 2005, the restyled D4500 became the D4505 
elevating its appeal in the tour and charter market.

MCI accelerated its efforts in green transportation. In 2007, MCI unveiled models with the first generation of EPA-
mandated clean-diesel engine technology that virtually eliminated particulate matter for a smoke-free exhaust. At 
the same time, the company began to publicize the environmental benefits of motor coach travel with its “Go Green, 
Go Coach, Go MCI” campaign.

2010
By the end of the new millennium’s first decade, MCI’s J4500 model was still the industry’s best-selling coach, and 
its D4500 commuter coach, closely followed by the D4505, took the second and third spots. A major customer 
service initiative begins, boosting online parts ordering, customer training webinars and more.

2011
MCI marks the 6,000th unit off its E/J assembly line and a 
first-ever order from the City of Los Angeles for 95 compressed 
natural gas (CNG) MCI Commuter Coach models. MCI’s long 
history of serving public transit and customer data confirm 
how well the MCI Commuter Coach performs in both reliability 
and total cost of ownership. The Commuter Coach delivers a 
42 percent greater seating capacity at a cost 15 percent lower 
per seat than a comparable transit bus.  An independent survey 
would confirm that the MCI Commuter Coach was 10 times 
more reliable than the closest competitor. 



2013
Happy 80th Birthday, MCI. After eight decades of leadership in North America, MCI 
rededicates itself to making the most reliable coaches for markets old and new. 
The company’s new Reliability Driven™ campaign emphasizes MCI’s commitment to 
design, build and deliver expertly engineered coaches with top-quality components, 
the latest safety and security features and unsurpassed parts availability and 
service. By yearend, NJ TRANSIT awards MCI a contract for 84 natural-gas-fueled 
MCI Commuter Coaches with wheelchair lifts to replace coaches that have each 
logged more than 500,000 miles. 

2015
A year of milestones. In July, MCI announces another landmark contract from 
NJ TRANSIT for 772 MCI Commuter Coaches that includes options for orders 
to build up to 1,200 units within a six-year delivery schedule. Then comes 
the biggest announcement of all. On December 18, New Flyer Industries Inc. 
completes its acquisition of MCI. The combination creates the largest transit 
bus and motor coach manufacturer and parts distributor in North America. 

2016
New Flyer immediately begins sizable investments in MCI’s plants and facilities. 
Management and staff respond with unprecedented dedication and speed in the 
delivery of an estimated combined 3,500 units by yearend up 7 percent overall year-
to-year.

2017
MCI accelerates its work in parts, maintenance and training, expanding its service 
network. In the fall, the San Francisco Bay Area MCI Sales and Service facility opens 
in Hayward, CA as the largest OEM facility in Northern California one of the nation’s 
busiest motor coach markets. As MCI’s seventh center nationwide, Hayward 
represents the future of MCI’s service model throughout North America with modern 
parts and service facilities representing a $3 million investment in the community. 

Another first
MCI Academy, the company’s live and online training operation, becomes the first motor coach repair training 
operation to win accreditation by the National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE).  It is an important 
step in MCI’s role to provide the industry standard in technical training tailored to the specific needs of the motor 
coach industry. 

Today
MCI turns 85. From the company that helped build the North American motor coach industry from the ground up, the 
innovation keeps on coming: 



More legroom and capacity 
For 2018, the MCI J4500 introduces a more spacious cabin with best-in-class legroom and the capacity to seat 60 
comfortably. The new design enables a larger lavatory and optional rear window with beautiful lighting throughout, 
including an optional programmable RGB lighting package for customizable interior color choices – important for 
operators who carry major teams and brands. A quieter, more efficient air intake system and new driver dash with a 
high-definition instrument panel are positioned as major operator-friendly advances. 

35-foot luxury
A new MCI 35-foot J coach prototype is 
presently in testing with demo units set for 
delivery in early 2018 and production start 
scheduled for January 2019. The new MCI 
J3500 coach will sport the same attractive 
design and common components of its 
larger sibling while offering best in class 
payload and a basic 40-seat configuration 
with an option for 44 – more than any other 
35-foot coach currently on the market.

Workhorse reliability 
MCI offers its D4505 and D4000 in 45-foot and 40-foot configurations, including the MCI Commuter Coach model 
available in clean-diesel, hybrid and CNG options. The high floor coach features the best MDBF (mean distance 
between failure) rate in its class and nimble performance and safety at highway speeds. Above all, there’s comfort, 
appreciated by commuters throughout America with options including wheelchair lifts, cameras, 110-volt outlets, 
USB plugs, Wi-Fi and bike racks. All in a day’s work for the best-selling coach in industry history.



Unprecedented accessibility
The groundbreaking, next generation, high-capacity MCI D45 CRT LE commuter coach unveiled at APTA Expo in 
October, is designed to make boarding easier and faster for all passengers, especially those using mobility devices. 
The CRT LE low-level entry vestibule design, accessible by a second door at the midpoint of the coach, includes 
seating for five passengers including up to two with secured mobility devices and an attendant. Overall, the new 
model seats 52 passengers including those with mobility devices and 54 without. 

All-electric and lightning fast 
MCI is underway with an all-electric platform for the J4500 coach and the groundbreaking 
new MCI D45 CRT LE with the start of production in 2020. New Flyer has been a decades-long 
leader in electric propulsion; witnessed by the battery-electric Xcelsior® CHARGE’s role in 
public transit’s zero emissions marketplace. MCI all-electric models will utilize a high-torque 
Electric Drive System for operation at highway speeds with a planned range to meet long-
distance  applications and plug-in battery EV charging to 100 percent in under three hours.

A technology center for the entire industry
The destination is Anniston in the growing manufacturing corridor 
along Alabama’s Interstate 20. New Flyer of America in partnership 
with MCI has established the Vehicle Innovation Center (VIC), North 
America’s first innovation lab, that welcomes customers to see the latest in zero-emission and autonomous driving 
vehicle technologies under development. Located on a 36-acre, five-building campus, the VIC is an exhibit, meeting 
and demonstration center for the innovations that will shape our future.

mcicoach.com


